COMMITTEE SUMMARY

In 2008, the Supreme Court Committee on Standard Jury Instructions in Civil Cases (the committee) completed a substantial reorganization of the standard civil jury instructions. This reorganization is the first comprehensive review of all of the civil trial instructions since the inception of the instructions in 1967. As a result, there are a number of changes in the instructions, which are summarized as follows:

1.	To improve juror communications, the committee has modified the timing of instructions during the trial process and reordered the sequence in which the instructions are to be given. The new format provides for instructions before the taking of evidence and for final instructions before closing argument. And, under the reordered sequence, the jury will first receive a concise description of the case, followed by all necessary definitions it must use.

2.	To improve juror understanding, “plain English” terminology has been used wherever possible without altering the substantive meaning of the instructions. In some instances this has made the instructions slightly longer, but the committee believes it will result in a better understanding of the overall instructions.

3.	To improve ease of use of the instructions, all substantive instructions for particular causes of action have been organized in single sections. Additionally, instructions for use during trial now appear in section 300 in the order that they most logically will occur. 

4.	Obsolete instructions have been eliminated and former instructions that were only notes to not give an instruction were moved into Notes on Use. Additionally, the pre-1999 punitive damage instructions, which will soon be obsolete, have been moved to Appendix C, thus making the current punitive damage instructions easier to use.

5.	Former Comments and Notes on Use have been combined into Notes on Use. Over time the distinction between the two had blurred and the terms were used inconsistently. The committee did not want any significance to be drawn from whether a particular notation was a Comment or a Note on Use, so all observations or explanations of the committee are now labeled Notes on Use. Additionally, the Notes have been updated, to eliminate obsolete material, clarify the points being made, and point out issues on which the committee has not taken a position so that the court and counsel can address them in individual cases.
6.	The model charges and special verdicts have been moved to Appendices A and B since they are not part of the official instructions but are merely illustrative of how the instructions could be used in hypothetical cases.

7.	A new section on oaths has been added. While oaths are not part of jury instructions, the committee believed their inclusion would be of assistance to the bench and bar.

8.	The reorganized book contains the new instructions approved in the Final Report of the Jury Innovations Committee and all instructions approved by the Florida Supreme Court as of the date of the implementation of the book. 

While these changes are extensive, none alter the basic theory underlying the instructions which is set forth in the explanation to the original standard instructions at page xxv.

Additionally, as part of the book reorganization process, the committee has updated and added a number of instructions. For example, the instructions for medical malpractice have been substantially rewritten to reflect legislative and case law changes.
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